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Strategy tools in practice: an exploration of “technologies of rationality” in use Abstract: Recently there has been much debate about the usefulness of strategic management education and implicitly about strategy tools and frameworks. Yet, this debate is taking place in the absence of detailed knowledge about how, or indeed, whether, managers use the theoretical tools that they learn. This paper addresses this gap by taking a practice perspective to look at how strategy tools are mobilized inside organizations. Using illustrations from three vignettes of strategy tools in use, we explore how an actor’s search for rationality and objectivity through the use of tools is actually a political, symbolic and socially interactive process. We provide a conceptual framework for analyzing strategy tools as key mediators of these contextual and political interests. We look at the functions of tools in use, the contextual factors that shape their use and the types of outcomes that can be examined using a practice lens on strategy making.



Strategy tools in practice: an exploration of “technologies of rationality” in use In business schools, when we teach strategy we introduce students to any number of strategy tools – such as five forces (Porter, 1980), the seven S’s (Waterman, Peters, & Phillips, 1980), strategic group maps (McGee & Thomas, 1986), or the BCG growth-share matrix (Henderson, 1979). Lately there has been much debate about the usefulness of this kind of education and implicitly about these kinds of tools (Baldridge, Floyd, & Markoczy, 2004; Mintzberg, 2004; Pfeffer, 2004; Shepherd, Chia, Pfeffer, Wensley, & Donaldson, 2004). These “technologies of rationality,” March (2006) claims in his recent critique, may satisfy our “academic obligations to defend a utopia of the mind against the realism of experience” (p. 211) but may also lead to “disasters” if applied poorly (p. 203). Yet, this debate is taking place in the absence of detailed knowledge about how, or indeed, whether, managers use the theoretical tools that they learn. This paper addresses this gap by taking a practice perspective (Orlikowski, 2000; Schatzki, Knorr-Cetina, & von Savigny, 2000) on how strategy tools are engaged by different actors. The practice lens on strategy suggests that an understanding of strategic outcomes will come from focusing on the day-to-day activities of those engaged in strategy making and from studying strategy as constituted through the actions of knowledgeable actors (Jarzabkowski, 2005; Johnson, Melin, & Whittington, 2003). Our paper applies this practice lens to conceptualize one aspect of strategizing: how strategy tools are used. We illustrate our conceptual argument by drawing on three vignettes from two different field studies of strategy making, to indicate the insights that can be derived from applying the practice lens to understanding tool use. We argue that managers used various tools to help them resolve
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uncertainties, understand the market and technology, map out the existing project portfolio, and ultimately inform strategic choices about investment. While some of these tools were standard ones taught in MBA programs, interestingly others were ones that the managers developed on their own. Consistent with our practice lens, tools are conceptualized as artifacts around which activity and organizing takes place (Bechky, 2003; Beunza & Stark, 2004; Orlikowski, 1992; Vaughan, 1999). Our interest is not in evaluating tools per se but in analyzing how these tools are mobilized by actors and mediate interactions between actors within the strategy making process. We observe that while actors’ intentions in using tools is ostensibly “rational” – they use tools because they think that tools will provide clear and logical answers about what strategic choice to make – the use of tools as performed in the day-to-day activities of managers making strategy serves more complex social functions. We suggest that tool use is a means for sensemaking about uncertainties by helping to structure and interpret information; it serves to justify or legitimize particular positions; and, it instigates and facilitates interaction among various actors. We further argue that the use of a tool is shaped by several contextual factors – the characteristics of the problem, of the actors and of the tool. Taking a practice lens also directs us to focus on a wide variety of strategic outcomes related not just to the poor or good use of a tool but more importantly the degree of contestation, of resolution achieved, of satisfaction with the process, of discretion of the actor, and of shared understanding accomplished. By drawing out this contrast between the ostensive and performative use (Feldman & Pentland, 2003) of strategy tools, we contribute to an understanding of the actual ways that tools function in strategy making. Those of us who teach strategy or develop strategic tools or frameworks have long
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suspected that tools do not operate in the way they are ostensibly designed. This practice perspective suggests that we do not have to think of tools as being the answer to strategic problems, rather they may more usefully be conceptualized as spaces for debate and dialogue and a means to bring actors with very different viewpoints and interests together in a way that strategic choices can be made. For managers making strategy, tools should not be regarded as a means to eliminate politics or emotions from decision making by introducing something objective or rational, but rather as one means for surfacing assumptions, asking the tough questions and achieving alignment of different interests within the organization. This view is consistent with the idea that strategy is not a thing in and of itself but rather an emergent process (Kaplan & Beinhocker, 2003; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). It also suggests that any “rationality” arising from such technologies is associated with better processes for making strategy rather than as surefire answers to strategic questions.



Literature review: what we know about “technologies of rationality” Strategy tools: why they are used and potentially useful As long as there has been a field of strategy, strategy tools have proliferated. March (2006: 202) suggests that this is part of the professionalization project in strategy which has been “buttressed by the development of elaborate tools for guiding organizations toward favorable outcomes.”1 March (2006) calls these tools “technologies of rationality” because they offer models of causal structures, provide spaces for collecting data and establish decision rules for selecting among alternatives. Extant, mainly survey-based, research suggests that managers do 1



It is interesting to note that this proliferation of tools has occurred alongside the development of a critique of strategic planning processes which argued that formal planning did not actually lead to strategy (Bresser & Bishop, 1983; Lenz & Lyles, 1985; Schwenk, 1984), culminating in a reconceptualization of strategic planning as something that might to a certain extent support or enable the broader practice of strategy making but cannot be the central source of strategy (Dean & Sharfman, 1996; Grant, 2003; Kaplan & Beinhocker, 2003; Mintzberg, 1994; Sinha, 1990). This ongoing dialogue on the topic of strategic planning tended to leave the question of the tools used by planners or other strategy makers to the side.
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use such tools fairly regularly to support situation analysis and evaluation of strategic choices (Clark, 1997; Frost, 2003; Grant, 2003; Orndoff, 2002; Rigby, 2001; Tapinos, Dyson, & Meadows, 2005). These findings suggest that managers draw upon tools to support ostensibly rational processes of strategic decision-making. Strategy tools should, under this conceptualization, be seen as useful ways to cope with the uncertainties associated with strategy making. The environment never presents itself as an unambiguous signal. Indeed, much of the information needed for making strategy may be unclear or conflicting. As strategy is about the future, there will always be an aspect that cannot be known. Setting a strategy means deciphering existing information and deriving a point of view about what to do. Strategy tools have been developed to help managers deal with the uncertainties they face. Astley and Zammuto (1992) suggest that managers draw upon management tools, theories and terminology precisely because of this ambiguity. Such tools provide actors with a means of categorizing activities, structuring context and providing a framework for action (see also, Fiol, 1989). And yet, March (2006: 203) claims that it is precisely in the periods of greatest complexity or uncertainty that tools might lose their usefulness and lead to “disasters” related to oversimplification or misrepresentation of the situation. The use of technologies of rationality have a poor record in certain contexts: if the environment is too uncertain, if the situation is too causally complex, if preferences are ambiguous, or if there are important interpersonal tradeoffs between multiple actors (March, 2006: 208). And, strategy makers may therefore make inappropriate use of the tools themselves. Users of tools may therefore get the “wrong” information or overlook important variables. They may also end up using the tools for rhetorical purposes to justify positions taken for “non-rational” reasons. According to March, these are all
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sources of failures in using tools, which can lead to mistakes in the outcomes of strategy. He sees tools as stable analytical objects whose better or worse use leads to good or bad strategies. We interpret March as suggesting that the contexts for using strategy tools shape the use of the strategy tools themselves and affect strategy outcomes. In this paper, we will apply the practice lens to these three categories – uses, contexts and outcomes – to develop a theory about strategy tools-in-use. We key off of March’s (2006) critiques of the use of tools and suggest alternative ways of conceptualizing the issues. Is it really that more uncertain or causally complex problems make the use of strategy tools fraught or is it that tools get used in different ways in these contexts? Do preference ambiguities, interpersonal tradeoffs and hierarchical power lead to poor use of the tools or is it just that these contextual factors shape how the tools are used? When a tool is used for justifying a position or for making sense of an uncertain situation or becomes a subject of debate and contestation, are these examples of poor use of a tool or simply the real ways that tools are useful? And, should we only judge the success of a tool according to the accuracy with which it identifies a strategy or are there other organizational outcomes of interest such as the degree of shared understanding achieved? These questions highlight the tension between the understanding of the ostensive and the performative aspects (Feldman, 2003) of such tools. In this paper, we argue that a practice lens on strategy gives us a new way to understand the dynamics associated with the contexts, uses and outcomes of strategy tools than the one envisioned by March (2006) or implicit in the efforts of the scholars and managers who have constructed the tools that get taught and used. While these technologies of rationality are an important component of an MBA education, we know little about how they are deployed inside organizations in the day-to-day practices of managers (Whittington, 2006). Where individual tools – such as SWOT – have been
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studied, the conclusion is that they are not used in the way intended and therefore should be discontinued (Hill & Westbrook, 1997). Survey studies show that strategy tools are used to encourage the generation and communication of ideas and to facilitate dialogue (Chesley & Wenger, 1999; Grant, 2003). The findings indicate that managers draw upon and continue to use tools beyond their specific function in the strategic evaluation and decision process. Furthermore, managers do not always select the most appropriate tool for each situation, but tend to rely upon familiar tools (Clark, 1997; Rigby, 2001; Worren, Moore, & Elliott, 2002). The actual use of tools in organizations may thus not be for ostensibly rational, information-seeking and analytic purposes. Rather, it appears that social processes are at play in their selection and use. However, the existing research is primarily at the aggregate survey level, providing little fine-grained appreciation of how managers use strategy tools in their day-to-day strategizing activities. This paper aims to show how the application of the practice lens to understanding the use of strategy tools can provide a more nuanced view of the political and interpretive processes in which “technologies of rationality” are deployed. Such a view will elaborate and extend our understanding of what may be expected from these technologies of rationality and why we should be cautious about attributing too much functionality to the technology itself, rather than to the contexts and activities in which these technologies are used. To develop this perspective, we draw on two streams of existing research – studies of formal analysis and studies of technologies-in-use – which we review below. Strategy tools viewed as a means for formal analysis While not specifically devoted to understanding the use of strategy tools in practice, scholarship on the use of formal analysis and accounting procedures within organizations can provide useful analogs. This research suggests that in practice these techniques are not just used
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for informational purposes, but for direction, communication, control, and legitimization of activities (Denis, Langley, & Rouleau, 2005; Feldman, 2004; Gephart, 1997; Langley, 1989; Nahapiet, 1988). The use of formal analysis is seen as a search by actors for rationality in a Western culture that values rationality as the basis of thought and action (Feldman & March, 1981). From this perspective, rationality is contrasted with politics, the former being a positive and useful feature of decision-making and the latter being seen as counter-productive (Dean & Sharfman, 1993; Dean & Sharfman, 1996; Eisenhardt, 1989). Formal analyses are seen as objective methods for taking politics out of decisions; decision-makers can distance themselves from the politics of decision by attributing decisions to the analysis (Power, 2004; Power, 2003). However, this search for rationality or objectivity has complex, social and political manifestations. The use of these techniques are not neutral but rather the outcome of the interests and viewpoints of multiple actors within the organization (Feldman, 2004; Gephart, 1997; Nahapiet, 1988). Indeed, the very attribution of a decision to formal analysis, rather than the vested interests of the analysis-user may be a political act of legitimation (Pfeffer, 1994). Using formal analysis helps actors convey an appearance of rationality to the external world and thus provides legitimacy for the choices advocated (Feldman & March, 1981). Such uses are not always overtly political. Rather, formal analysis provides its users with a feeling of rationality (Pondy, 1983), enabling them to act, particularly when faced with ambiguous conditions (Astley & Zammuto, 1992). Actors use formal analysis in their search for rationality, providing them with the confidence to act, giving them symbolic tools to influence others’ actions, and, particularly, providing a basis for actors to collectively manage their diverse interests in a particular decision or action. Formal analysis is portrayed as a symbolic, political and socially interactive process
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for establishing common ground between diverse actors (Blackler, 1993). Indeed such techniques can be organizationally useful because they provide a space for discourse (Nahapiet, 1988), offer a means for making assumptions explicit (Denis et al., 2005) and make action possible where there is a plurality of views or high ambiguity (Porter, 1995). Such research on formal analysis in organizations provides us with an initial set of theoretical handholds for examining the use of strategy tools in practice. Strategy tools viewed as “technologies in use” Another related stream of research that is helpful for understanding strategy tools is that on technologies-in-use (Barley, 1986; Orlikowski, 2000; Orlikowski & Barley, 2001). This perspective argues that technologies are fundamentally social as well as material because they are the product of beliefs and choices made by technology designers, while their realization is the result of how the tool is integrated into the daily practices of the actors who use them. A technology is, therefore, subject to a high degree of interpretive flexibility. The material aspects of the technology are salient not in determining what kinds of actions can be taken but in the affordances offered, both in constraining and enabling different actions. Technologies can often function as boundary objects. In conditions of heterogeneous social worlds and uncertainty, boundary objects are the “common coin” that actors adopt or devise to “translate, negotiate, debate, triangulate and simplify in order to work together” (Star & Griesemer, 1989: 389). Boundary objects are “flexible epistemic artefacts [sic] that inhabit several intersecting social worlds and satisfy the information requirements of each of them” (Star & Griesemer, 1989). Existing research has shown that different technologies function as boundary objects in different contexts, including drawings, scale models and prototype machines in engineering and new product development activities (Bechky, 2003; Black, Carlile, &
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Repenning, 2004; Carlile, 2002). The situated conditions of a community are thus pertinent to understanding what constitutes a boundary object and how a boundary object is used to articulate and share that community’s situation-specific knowledge. This suggests that strategy tools might serve a similar purpose as a way of helping various functions, hierarchies or divisions work together to align strategic interests. Because strategy often cuts across wide swaths of an organization, the need for a boundary object might be particularly intense. Carlile (2002; 2004) proposes that differences in the use of boundary objects are occasioned by the different nature of the boundaries being negotiated, some being more fraught than others. Designated or formalized boundary objects are likely to be suitable where the conditions of knowledge sharing are stable and known. However, in more uncertain contexts, such as in new product design (Carlile, 2004) – and we would argue in strategy making – actors will seek to modify the object according to the situated interests of different participants. They will construct or repurpose boundary objects to create a common representation of different actors’ knowledge and interests in order to enable collective action and exchange (Levina & Vaast, 2005). The boundary object makes possible what some have described as a “trading zone” (Galison, 1999). The trading zone is a sort of marketplace in which the boundary object enables an exchange by being imbued with meaning by the various actors involved. As Kellogg, Orlikowski and Yates (2006: 39) suggest, “enacting a trading zone does not require equivalence or similarity of interpretations or interests, nor does it assume stability or permanence of relations. Instead, members of different communities coordinate their actions temporarily and locally, navigating their differences in norms, meanings and interests only as needed.” Particularly in periods of uncertainty, trading zones are a means to coordinate interests and achieve collective action.
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This research indicates that strategy tools might usefully be seen as boundary objects that operate in strategy trading zones. Their use is situated and derives value according to the practices and interests of different communities, being particularly prone to construction under novel conditions. Drawing together this research with that on formal analysis in organizations gives us the means to examine strategy tools (or “technologies of rationality”) as technologiesin-use, technologies whose ostensive purpose is rational analysis but whose use in the actors’ performances involves acts of sensemaking, justification and interaction amongst actors with different interests and interpretations. This perspective conceptualizes strategy tools not as stable analytical objects, which, accurately used may inform good strategies, while poor use leads to mistakes or even disasters. Instead, strategy tools are conceptualized through a practice lens, as part of the social activities of strategy-making, the purposes of which are portrayed not just by good or bad strategies (to the extent that this could be assessed) but also by the degree of contestation, of resolution, of discretion of the actor, of satisfaction with the process, or of shared understanding achieved.



Illustrations from three vignettes In this paper, we examine vignettes of strategy tools in use drawn from two practicebased studies of strategy making inside organizations. The first is a study of a major UK university (“Campus University”) struggling with changes in higher education (conducted by the first author). The second is a study of a multinational, incumbent telecommunications equipment company (“CommCorp”) facing a significant industry crisis (conducted by the second author).2 Information on the data collection procedures for each of these studies is available in the Appendix. Both of these settings were of relatively high complexity, occurring as they did during



2



Note that all names of organizations, individuals and businesses are disguised.
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periods of intense upheaval both in the operating environment and inside the organizations. These turbulent contexts should precisely be the kind of settings in which tools would function, according to March (2006), most imperfectly, and thus seemed ideal for examining how tools are used in practice. Using vignettes provides the reader with a set of comparisons regarding the mobilization of strategy tools within the organizations we studied. As Carlile (2002) points out, using such “vignettes” or episodes is one way to demonstrate key conceptual associations and illustrate a conceptual model. The use of vignettes is not intended to build an empirically-grounded model, but rather to illustrate a set of conceptual relationships, which are valid in these vignettes and which help to illustrate how a conceptual model may work. We chose these three episodes because they are representative of different ways of selecting and using tools within our respective data sets. By presenting detailed accounts of representative vignettes, we are able to show the different ways that tools are used in practice (Golden-Biddle & Locke, 1997). These vignettes aid the reader to understand the conceptual model we develop. Introduction to the vignettes



The “bubble charts”. The first vignette involves the introduction at CommCorp of a standard tool in strategic management, the “aggregate project plan” originally proposed by Wheelwright and Clark (1992). This is a tool common in the management of technology that plots projects or products in a matrix with two dimensions, the extent of product and process changes required. Those projects with low change on both dimensions were line extensions, with moderate change were “next generation” or “platform” projects, and high change were considered “radical breakthroughs.” It was introduced to the organization through an executive education course at a top business school, which several of the senior managers had attended,
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and became known within the organization as the “bubble charts” because it involved locating different projects in a two-by-two matrix using round circles or bubbles for each project. This tool, shown in Figure 1, was a means to map out the balance of innovation efforts in an organization’s project portfolio according to the degree of product and process innovation. -- Insert Figure 1 here -A manager (Chris Chang), who had recently been promoted from a more technical position to a director level role in “economic analysis,” attended the course in the spring of 2002. Later that year, Brad Copeland, the head of the CommCorp Advanced Technologies Group (and Chris’ boss), announced that he would bring together his entire senior management team to discuss the strategy for his group and to think about realigning the project portfolio. Chris proposed to Brad that he would use the bubble charts to analyze the current portfolio so that they could make clear decisions about what should be done. Chris’ hopes of making a quick decision during the management meeting were dashed when other executives called into question the way Chris had done the analysis, debated many alternative approaches and ultimately tabled the discussion until further work could be done. Brad was disappointed that the discussion did not naturally lead to a sweeping realignment of the technology strategy, one which would involve more “hail Mary’s” (radical technology projects). The episode of the “bubble charts” examines an ad hoc means by which Brad Copeland and his team attempted to shape the portfolio of projects in CommCorp’s Advanced Technology Group. Scenario planning. The second vignette covers a period when top managers at Campus University engaged in scenario planning to explore the potential for a major investment in expansion. Due to recent changes in government policy, Campus had the opportunity to develop a medical school, as part of the portfolio of University departments. This would be a major
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strategic initiative with financial and reputational implications, but top managers felt they did not have the capacity to develop a credible bid for a medical school in a short time unless they did the bid as a joint venture with another university, Regional University, which already had a teaching-focused medical school. Because Campus was one of the elite research universities in the country, any new medical school would need to be able to do excellent research and attract major research grants. Regional, by contrast was a mid-ranking university with a stronger teaching focus, that did not match the Campus profile. Additionally, top managers had multiple stakeholders to consider in putting through such an initiative: bioscientists worried about dilution of status, other academics worried about reduction in their own budgets, and the Board concerned about financial viability. Top managers felt they needed some way of evaluating the proposed medical school and the merits of a joint venture with Regional. Together, the Vice Chancellor, Registrar, Finance Officer and Deputy Vice Chancellor decided that scenario planning would be a useful technique for providing information and also answering different stakeholders’ concerns and charged the Medical School Working Group, comprising some top managers, senior academics and financial managers, to generate scenarios to be discussed at the next Strategy Committee meeting. The Working Group had prepared four scenarios. Model 1 was reasonably optimistic on student numbers and government funding but cautious about modeling financial returns into increased staff numbers. It indicated that the medical school would be on track for independent financial viability. Model 2 assumed that government funding would be at a lower rate, consistent with the Regional funding rate, which was below the national average. It would only be viable with a lot of cross-subsidy by the University for capital expenditure. Model 3 was the most negative scenario, reflecting uncertainties about funding and student numbers. It was not financially
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viable. Model 4 was the best case scenario, being optimistic about student and staff numbers and income streams. Financially, it was very favorable. The “BEST” tool. The third vignette does not involve a previously developed tool but instead explores a tool that a manager at CommCorp developed internally to simplify the return on investment analysis procedure. It was called the Business Evaluation and Screening Tool, or “BEST,” and evaluated projects by providing ratings on a 0-3 scale of various business and technical criteria. This was part of their systematic approach for decision making about technology strategy projects that occurred through the Steering Committee and Review Board. This process required that each project champion submit to a review process that evaluated the technical and business merits of each proposal. With the new market realities and severe financial constraints placed on CommCorp, Brad demanded that each project demonstrate a “return on investment” or “bang for the buck.” The burden of building these business cases fell increasingly on the shoulders of George Arden, as many of the other marketing staff were laid off over time. George complained that it might take weeks to evaluate even one project if he were to develop a full return on investment analysis based on a pro forma income statement so he developed a new approach: We had a methodology with a massive spreadsheet from hell. Going through all this stuff and calculating both the revenue impact and then also the difference that ATG is making…so it came to doing an analysis on the value of [a particular] project. I looked at it and realized to do this properly, it is going to take me two more weeks to get through all this and check with the business units. I said, ‘Forget it. It is not worth it. I am not doing this thing anymore. It is just BS.’ So I dreamt up the BEST… If there are decisions on how we allocate resources, how do we do it?...We use BEST to come to grips with ranking projects, as crude as it is.”



He developed two different templates, one for more incremental or revenue enhancement projects and one for “disruptive technologies.” They were embedded in Excel spreadsheets. Each one included some combination of “must have” criteria and other important criteria which came in three different “buckets”: top line impact (revenues), bottom line impact (costs) and “other”
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which included risk factors and external technology links. (The template for the “disruptive” BEST tool is shown in Figure 2). George noted that he “tried to come up with weights for the criteria, recognizing some criteria are more important than others, and then scoring. Now we have got a scoring range of zero to three…and there are rules on how you score it and the rules are right here [on the spreadsheet].” While the goal of the BEST tool was to make the ROI calculation more systematic and consistent across projects, its introduction into the organization was met with much resistance. Many project leaders were concerned that the new methodology might call into question the rationales for their projects. Many debates ensued in which they worked out how to quantify the factors identified by the BEST tool, proposed alternative evaluation criteria and often suggested discarding the tool altogether. -- Insert Figure 2 here -Ostensive use of strategy tools The first thing to observe about these vignettes is that the use of the strategy tools was intendedly rational. That is to say, actors mobilized these tools with the purpose of doing rigorous analysis and make decisions in the uncertain contexts that they faced. In all three cases, the desire was to use the tools to create “quantitative,” “objective,” and “consistent” measures that would allow them to “withdraw the emotional content” of the decision-making process. Managers at CommCorp were all struggling under the uncertainties created by the massive disruption in the global communication technologies market. These changes severed the moorings of their prior strategic direction and forced them to rethink their portfolio of projects. Similarly, executives at Campus University were struggling to maintain the competitiveness of their institution in the face of increasing resource constraints in higher education governance in the UK. Yet, there was little agreement within either organization about what should be done.
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And, the information from the market was ambiguous and often conflicting. The actors’ search for tools was a search for a logic by which they could make choices about resource allocation. At CommCorp, the challenge of realigning the corporate technology strategy and project portfolio was made more complex by a lack of knowledge about which analytical tools might help reach answers. As Terrence Smith, the head of marketing within ATG said: We are making a lot of program decisions. We are going to create a team of people that are going to look at the business dimensions, at what the return is. We are going to have marketing people and economists and business planners…We would not want to make a technology decision that did not have some wellfounded reason and rationale …The philosophy is that we want to be more like a VC [venture capital firm]. We want to look at this from an investment perspective. So one of the things the VCs do is look at the return. Well, we do not have any mechanisms for looking at returns. It has been this hugely cumbersome model ROI [return on investment] analyses.



The approach Terrence describes also meant that people from multiple different social worlds within the organization (marketing, economists, business planners, technologists, etc.) would have to interact in the process of making strategic choices about the programs and portfolio. Because of this heterogeneity, the actors were searching for tools (ideally less cumbersome than the ROI analysis Terrence described) that might facilitate analysis. While many of the actors were not well-versed with strategy tools, they were attracted to the idea of using them to help make strategic choices about the portfolio. According to Brad, the attraction of the BEST tool was that it was “a consistent index by which we measure all projects. So, one project doesn’t have specific relevance that’s greater than another because I happen to be having a good day. The emotional content is withdrawn from the evaluation process. It is objective decision making and math. It is all about the math…We are looking for some quantifiable index by which we can apply the thought process to get to that metric.” As one senior scientist within CommCorp noted, the company “is an engineering organization with engineering values and engineering analysis. You have to persuade people analytically.” Tools would thus provide a means, in their view, of objective analysis that would reveal the “right” answer. Both of the
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vignettes from the CommCorp case represent different attempts by members of the organization to introduce tools to help make choices about the portfolio of projects. Similarly, at Campus University, the goal of the scenario planning effort was to help top managers to better understand the implications of the potential joint venture for a medical school. In particular, top managers wanted some means of calculating the level of risk and minimizing the uncertainties they faced. Campus needed to prepare a draft bid that included staffing, finance, capital expenditure and proposed student numbers. However government was offering little certainty about how many new medical student places it would fund. Concerned that that they could make a bid for a medical school, only to find that the government position was not as strong as they had anticipated, so that the new venture would be doomed to failure because it could not meet its costs through student enrolments, top managers looked for a means of weighing up the risks; “We’ve GOT to plan for the medical school in case we get it. Otherwise we’ll end up with a log-jam in the science faculty” (Finance Registrar in strategy meeting). They resolved to engage in scenario planning that would set out their assumptions about student recruitment, capital expenditure and details of joint ownership with Regional under a range of scenarios. They could then discuss the implications of the different scenarios to work out whether any of them was viable; “If John’s [Finance Registrar] team can model the figures going forward for 5 years on each scenario, that should give us some idea of where we stand… and also give us something to silence the critics!” (Vice Chancellor). Thus, as with CommCorp, scenario planning was viewed as a tool that could provide some rational basis for weighing up the uncertainties faced in this major bid, as well as a rational means of explaining the decision to others. But, this intentional rationality and aspiration towards objectivity was not matched by
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how the tools were actually used. Consistent with the theories of the uses of formal analysis and technologies-in-use described above, we found that strategy tools-in-use were performed in multiple ways. We develop these ideas in the next section and draw on the three vignettes to illustrate our theoretical insights about strategy tools in use.



Using strategy tools in practice—functions, contextual factors & outcomes As concluded from the literature review, understanding strategy tools in use requires a look at contexts, uses and outcomes. In this section, we start by illustrating from the three vignettes the functions of strategy tools in use. We then look at implications of these findings for our understanding of the contexts that shape use of strategy tools and the resulting outcomes of their use. We focus on the use of tools in highly uncertain contexts where traditional heuristics and routines would likely be less useful. Table 1 highlights the main themes from our analysis. We argue that tools have three broad functions (middle column of Table), over and above the intended rationality that actors sought in using tools to provide answers to strategic problems. While intended rationality was grounded in a perception of tools as a means of objectivity, consistent with March’s (2006) suggestions, tools were also resources for sensemaking and structuring the interpretation of problems, emphasizing the subjectivity of tools. At the same time, tools could be used to justify and legitimate particular actors’ interests in a problem. Interestingly, the tools could be used to legitimate interests either by emphasizing their objectivity, where the tools supported those interests, or by disparaging the tool’s subjectivity, where it did not support interests. Finally tools provided an opportunity for structured discussion between different actors, enabling them to surface their different interpretations and challenge each other’s views, as well as to negotiate around those views in order to achieve an outcome.
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-- Insert Table 1 here – We then argue that there are several contextual factors which shape how a tool will be used in practice – the characteristics of the problem, of the actors involved and of the tool itself (first column of Table). Many of these have been characterized by March (2006) as factors that contribute to the poor use of a tool: greater uncertainty or causal complexity of the problem, increased ambiguity of preferences across actors, or less familiarity with the tool may lead to mistakes in use. We propose that it may be more informative to think of them as simply influencing the ways a tool gets used. This, then, has important implications for the outcomes of interest. It may be less salient to think about whether the tools lead to good or bad strategies (often this is only revealed many years later). Instead, this practice lens on tools in use encourages us to think about different outcomes of interest (last column of the Table) – the degree of contestation, of satisfaction, of discretion, of resolution or of shared understanding achieved. Below, we explore each of these themes in turn. Functions of strategy tools in use To start, we argue that strategy tools are not used unproblematically by managers. Their introduction into the strategy-making processes maybe ostensibly connected to a search for rationality or objectivity in an effort to change the strategic direction of an organization. Yet, in their implementation, the tools may be much more subject to interpretation and political negotiations about their legitimacy than the proponents of their use might hope. Rather than providing clear answers to strategy questions, the tools instead become a means for sensemaking about the uncertain environment (structuring and interpreting information), justifying and legitimating particular positions and instigating and facilitating interactions across multiple actors often with conflicting interests and interpretations. In this section, we discuss each of these
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themes, for which we provide evidence from the vignettes as summarized in Table 2. -- Insert Table 2 about here -Sensemaking (structuring and interpreting information). While actors use strategy tools in the hope that they will clarify ambiguous information and render strategic choices obvious, this is complicated by the very ambiguities faced and by the interpretive flexibility of the tools themselves. For example, given the strong engineering culture at CommCorp, managers were particularly attracted to quantitative approaches. Numbers had the aura of transforming the subjective into the objective (Denis et al., 2005). Yet, they discovered that the numbers and the tools were subjective and that this subjectivity posed unanticipated challenges, as using the tools involved a great deal of interpretive flexibility that led to disputes over their legitimacy. For example, the “bubble charts” were derived from a pre-established strategy tool, the Aggregate Project Plan. Yet, while the original dimensions of the matrix proposed by Wheelwright and Clark (1992) were the extent of product and process change, already at the point of introduction of the tool, Chris Chang had changed the dimensions to depict product reach and market reach, dimensions which he felt would be more useful in analyzing the ATG project portfolio. But, in the discussions in the initial senior management meeting, these dimensions were heatedly debated and many other alternatives were proposed, including technology reach, risk and return. Even the dimensions of the tool, let alone what answers actors might derive from the tool, were subject to interpretation. The BEST tool was also intended to introduce some standardized metrics that would provide a consistent means for deciding which projects merited investment and which did not. According to Theresa Veneto, “The value of a tool is that if it really is important and you need to see it in aggregate, you get a picture. A picture is worth a thousand words.” A tool could help
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make sense of the plethora of information around. Brad wanted to use the BEST tool as “another data feed. I want to shrink the number of data feeds I have. So, I need to be more confident in the outcome of what he is providing. We have been flying on gut instinct for a long time. I’m trying to elevate the level of discussion.” Yet, once it was put in use, many had questions about how these metrics could be derived. Top managers at Campus also quickly realized the subjective and interpretative nature of tools, as each of the four scenarios derived was simply a way of making sense of alternatives. During discussion the Vice Chancellor pointed out that Model 4, the most optimistic scenario, was his desired one for expansion; “It’s the Rolls Royce version, in my opinion”. However, as this scenario was discussed, others felt that it was too Utopian an interpretation on which to base major investments. Much discussion went into each of the four scenarios; for example, questioning whether the government might really restrict funding, as proposed in Model 2. While Executive members of the strategy meeting were keen to support the medical school, providing they felt the university could cope with the fall out of that scenario, the non-Executive Treasurer was determined that they would not go ahead if they could not be reasonably sure of a reasonable rate of governmental return; “If the government doesn’t want to fund it at the national average, then bugger them!” At the same time, there was a lot of concern about the most negative scenario, Model 3; “We don’t know for sure if we are pricing ourselves out of the market, so Model 3 has to reflect that possibility” (Vice Chancellor). The value of the scenarios was that they provided different interpretations of the future but at the same time, that very flexibility made the decision-making subjective; which scenario could provide a more ‘right’ picture of the future. While we observe that actors seek tools as a means of gaining objectivity, we suggest that
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it is only a myth that such tools could be objective representations of external realities that take the emotions and politics out of the decision-making process (Mitroff, 1972). Rather, the interpretative flexibility of each tool, allows subjectivity to be incorporated into the decisionprocess, giving actors a means to make sense of the problem and also to advance their own interpretations of that problem, by arguing about different interpretations arising from the tools. Thus, we find that the use of the tools is not neutral or “objective” and that each proposed metric is in some way a representation of the interpretations and interests of each actor (Feldman, 2004; Gephart, 1997; Nahapiet, 1988; Power, 2004; Power, 2003). Tools are subject to sensemaking in terms of how they should be used, but in the process of figuring out the tool, actors also make sense of their own viewpoints about the strategic issues at hand. Power and legitimation. The interpretive flexibility of the tools is both a product of and makes possible challenges to the legitimacy of the tools and the users of the tools. Actors use tools not only for sensemaking but also to gain some power over the criteria being used to make choices about the strategic direction. For example, at CommCorp, actors used tools to establish their own legitimacy as actors in the strategy process. Chris Chang introduced the “bubble charts” to prove his worth in his new economic analysis position. George Arden created the “BEST” tool to validate the role of the business analysis function. As suggested in the context of analyzing the micro-practices of auditing and accounting (Nahapiet, 1988; Pentland, 1993), the tools are a means to transform the uncertain into the legitimate and enhance the position of experts. The tools are also used to realign resources and sources of power in the organization. For example, by using the “bubble charts” to make the point that there were no “Hail Mary” projects, Brad was implicitly reducing the power of Erik Helgesen who ran the existing development organization and enhancing the power of others, such as Vince Weston, who were
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exploring radical new technical directions. And, many people worried that the BEST analysis would reduce the importance of existing projects and make them more vulnerable to the ongoing layoffs at CommCorp. Indeed, the BEST approach was particularly appealing to Brad Copeland because he could then attribute tough decisions to the outcome of the tool rather than to his own choices. This would make it easier for him to do things like shut down entire programs (especially in the optical arena which was particularly hard hit by the market crash). Tools are more powerful to the extent they map on to the existing interests and viewpoints of the dominant actors in an organization (Denis et al., 2005) or if they are successful in realigning those interests and views. On the other hand, actors also use attacks on the tools to undermine the legitimacy of others. In the case of CommCorp, both of the tools studied here were introduced into the organization after the crash in the market when actors were seeking out means to resolve a new set of uncertainties. Neither of the tools had a priori legitimacy in ATG, though the “bubble charts” had the imprimatur of the executive education course that many of the managers had attended. Especially when the tool provided an outcome that disadvantaged a project’s proponents, “the attack is on the tool.” This was particularly the case for the BEST analysis because it had little external validity. It was easy to dismiss the tool because its initial legitimacy was only attached to George Arden who developed it. Some people (such as Theresa) recognized that that senior management team would need to agree on how to interpret the tool before it could be usefully deployed in the organization, and that, because of the challenges to the legitimacy of the tools, establishing such legitimacy would take time (and even more time for BEST than for the “bubble charts”). At Campus, tools served an important purpose in justifying top managers’ desire to have
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a medical school, providing they could prove to doubting constituents, such as the non-Executive Board members and powerful academic departments such as Bio-Sciences, that it was viable; “the University's priority has to be the Medical School. Can't have the Medical School held to ransom by Bio-Sciences” (Registrar in strategy meeting). Through careful construction of four scenarios, which modeled everything from a Utopian to a worst-case scenario, they were able to justify commitment to the medical school on the basis of Model 1, a scenario which took an optimistic view of government-funded student numbers and research funding but did not model full returns from these funding sources into future years, in order to hedge for risk if the future was not as optimistic as their scenarios. They used these figures to justify going ahead, on the basis that the University could do very well out of the medical school but, if the environment was not as favorable as anticipated, they could still cope financially. Their argument, supported by Model 1, allowed them to justify the medical school and gain approval from the non-Executive, which also gave them credence to tell Bio-Sciences that the decision had been approved. Relieved, they discussed the positive outcome of the scenarios, as they returned to their offices after the strategy meeting; “I knew we would get it; the question was at what price” (Deputy Vice Chancellor). “This gives us a few answers to shut [Department Head] up and put a stop to some of the horse-trading with Bio-Sciences too” (Registrar). At the same time, they needed the tool to justify the position they wanted to take with Regional. While Campus needed to win Regional over, as they brought more obvious benefits to the venture, it was also important to ensure that Campus would not come off worst in the negotiations as they were the more prestigious research university; “There are, in fact, more obvious advantages for Campus than Regional. Regional will be relinquishing control of their biggest academic unit to, effectively, 50%. … But, our locality is good because Regional needs
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to use the local hospital to train students and we already have good relationships there through our postgraduate research program” (Vice Chancellor in strategy meeting). Drawing on Model 1, top managers were able to enter negotiations with Regional with firm justification for their own position. The tools were a source of justification to other constituents, that legitimated top managers’ own interests in having a medical school, on the terms that they found favorable to Campus University. In these actual experiences of managers in using these strategy tools, we see actors using tools to justify their own actions and interests, either by emphasizing the objectivity of the answers provided by the tools, or where necessary, deriding its ability to develop objective answers. Thus at Campus and CommCorp, actors commissioned tools to give themselves a logical, ostensibly rational basis from which to argue for their own interests and justify the decisions they supported. At Campus in particular, top managers had control over the development and presentation of the tools and could shape the arguments over more and less favorable scenarios towards the scenario they thought was most likely to be accepted. Thus, actors could use the interpretative flexibility of the tools to support the issues and answers they wished to achieve. Actors at CommCorp, who had less control over the outcomes of their analyses, were also able to use the interpretative flexibility in another way to justify their own interests, this time by deriding the tool’s subjectivity if it did not provide answers that aligned with their interests. Tools-in-use thus have interpretative flexibility that is important to but also a source of unease for actors. They would like tools to deliver answers that are unarguable at the same time as challenging the legitimacy of those answers that did not agree with their interests or intuitions. Tools become political. When actors are able to use tools to generate an answer that meets their
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interests, they espouse the objectivity of the tool as a quality aid to decision. However, when those tools provide answers that do not meet their personal needs, they deride the tool. Thus, the very ambiguity they feel about the tool – that it has no objective answers – is also an attraction when they need to argue for a different interest or viewpoint. They can either invest in or divest the tool of its value, because of the interpretative flexibility of the tool. There is a tension in using tools between efforts to seek rationality and the day-to-day experiences of coping with the interpretive flexibility of tools and establishing (or challenging) their legitimacy according to vested interests. We thus question the extent to which a tool is a technology of rationality, so much as a technology to support competing rationalities, underpinned by competing interpretations and interests. Instigating and facilitating interaction. While tools do not provide the “objective” answers that actors may be looking for, they can put many concepts on the table and foment a great deal of discussion. In the case of CommCorp, Brad Copeland, the head of the ATG group, attempted to use the tools for his own objectives. In the case of the “bubble charts,” it was to communicate to the organization that ATG and CommCorp did not have enough “Hail Mary” (radical innovation) projects. In the case of the BEST analysis, it was to show to the organization that business and economic factors were crucial criteria in deciding on resource allocation. BEST was a template for the thought processes that they should use in making strategy. The tools provided a mechanism for moving towards Brad’s objectives. More broadly, tools become a space for dialogue where it might have lacked. For example, because the various managers within ATG came from very different functional and disciplinary backgrounds, they did not share a common language with which they could discuss strategy. The tools provided this language. After the “bubble charts” were introduced, the group
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could talk about the “upper left quadrant” and know that this referred to more radical innovation. The BEST tool required a rating of each project according to a set of criteria. Because these ratings were perceived by many as subjective or open to dispute, the use of the tool created a forum for discussion and arguments about the answers to the questions posed by the template. Thus, the tools served as sites for social interaction, in which people could surface and externalize their different personal views, biases and assumptions within a public forum. The “bubble charts” gave them a tangible means for discussing strategic issues in the form of the artifact – “these indicators are wrong” or “the size of that bubble is wrong,” or “that bubble is in the wrong place.” It was easier for them to have these debates around an artifact than it would have been to generate a conversation from scratch about what issues the strategy should involve. Additionally, it was less personal to say the chart or spreadsheet’s dimensions were wrong than to say that a particular person (especially the boss) was wrong. These discussions often served to construct and navigate the organizational boundaries. Because of the heterogeneity of strategy work, there is a need to coordinate and translate across social worlds – as Star and Griesemer (1989) argue is the case in scientific work where uncertainties are also very high. Where there are such different social worlds, which in the case of CommCorp included technical vs. business functions, people trained in electronics vs. those trained in optics, senior executives vs. middle managers, actors will attempt to stake out a territory which can often lead to conflict. Strategy tools are a way to delineate the boundaries, interests and viewpoints of each social world in a strategy “trading zone” (Kellogg et al., 2006). Such boundary work often makes the collisions between social worlds even more stark. Bringing these differences into focus has the potential to enable a common perspective to emerge. As the tools are developed and refined collectively, they have the potential to satisfy these conflicting
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concerns. Similarly, the organizational entrepreneurs who introduce or promote the use of these tools are attempting to use the tools as a means for translating between social worlds so as to support their interests and views. Of course, the development and use of tools as sites for social interaction between thought worlds is not devoid of interests, as the Campus case illustrates. At Campus, top managers were very aware of the different social worlds of the stakeholders involved in the medical school, such as the non-Executive, powerful academic departments, the governmentfunding body and Regional University, and the potential for conflicting views that might jeopardize the medical school’s establishment. They deliberately sought the scenario plans as a means of integrating various actors’ concerns within the scenario details, such as those of the non-Executive about financial viability, and giving structure to the discussion of those concerns. The scenario tool could provide a forum for discussion of different viewpoints but could also structure that discussion, using it to negotiate around potential differences and shape discussion towards the interests of top managers. In a professional workplace such as a University, where control is often negotiated (Cohen and March, 1986; Denis et al, 2005), tools provide an important mechanism for interaction and negotiation between different parties. These tools -- “bubble charts”, scenario and BEST analyses -- are ways of creating boundary objects that could encompass or span the different interests and interpretations of different participants in strategic issues. Such tools do not necessarily ensure shared interpretations but do provide a forum for discussion and alignment of actions. Unlike the boundary objects studied in much of the literature in the field, these tools may not always be well-established tools of the trade such as engineering drawings, models or machines (Bechky, 2003; Black et al., 2004; Carlile, 2002). Strategy work is in many ways is much less certain and
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less ingrained in a set of occupational practices. Strategy work, like science work (Knorr-Cetina, 1999), is more fluid and more uncertain than engineering or technical work. While there are many strategy tools that are developed by management scholars and taught in business schools, these are not often embedded in a shared set of occupational practices. Thus, it is not surprising that the managers in the ATG group at CommCorp sought out or developed new tools when they were faced with a market disruption that destroyed existing routines and understandings. As a result, the tools that are introduced served as much to delineate boundaries and surface different interests as they do to translate across them. For the actors, the outcomes of using tools may be as much about the ability to surface their own interests and interpretations, as about using the tool to generate a strategic choice for the organization. In summary, while the actors in our vignettes did indeed have intended rationality in so much as they hoped that tools would provide them with a source of rationality and objectivity for their strategy making, they found that the tools functioned in a much more complex system of social interactions within the organization. Because the tools are subject to substantial interpretive flexibility, they can either serve to surface particular interpretations of and interests in a problem, justify those interpretations and interests, or, be a basis for challenging and negotiating those interpretations and interests. As a result, the tools often serve a more symbolic than analytical role (Feldman & March, 1981), one which delineates boundaries, facilitates communication and dialogue and ultimately shapes the jurisdiction over resources. Contextual factors and outcomes The implication of the discussion above is that, while tools may be technologies of rationality, in so much as actors do seek rationality in their use, it is useful to develop further categories for understanding the performative use of such technologies. As we look at the various functions of strategy tools, it is clear that their use is shaped by several contextual
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factors. Such an analysis also implies that there are a wide variety of outcomes that could be explored beyond the accuracy with which they establish strategies. In this section, we look at these contexts and outcomes (see Table 1) and suggest some ways that these are connected with each other and with the ways tools are used in practice. Contexts. We suggest that these uses of tools are grounded in their interpretative flexibility, which allows actors to invest the tools with a range of needs both ostensibly objective and blatantly subjective. This interpretative flexibility is neither a failure of the tool nor the user of the tool but an indication of its use in the complex social practices of making strategy in interaction between multiple actors. In contrast to March (2006) who argues that factors such as characteristics of the situation (uncertainty, causal complexity, strategic interaction with other firms), of the actors (preference ambiguity, interpersonal tradeoffs) or of the tool (measurability vs. importance of issues) are sources of “mistakes” in the use of tools, we suggest that these are instead contextual factors that shape the ways in which tools get used and how they could be useful. We need to account for the fact that tools could be used in multiple different ways depending on the mix of these various contextual factors. For example, by virtue of their interpretative flexibility, tools offer knowledgeable agents an opportunity to make sense of and attempt to influence their worlds. As we saw in our examples, actors found the tools afforded them more or less influence, according to their position in the hierarchy, being quite influential for top managers to negotiate their own interests in the Campus context, but being much more a site for contested interpretations in CommCorp, where project managers had to justify their position to peers from different occupational backgrounds. We thus need to consider the characteristics of the user as part of the interpretative flexibility of using tools, as well as the context in which the tools are used. The tool is part of a bundle of
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activities in which strategy-making takes place (Schatzki, 2006). Outcomes. The traditional view of tools is a functionalist one, which assumes that, well used, tools can achieve the “right” outcome, while failure to achieve such an outcome indicates either a failure of the tool or a failure of the user. We suggest that, from a practice perspective, outcomes can be extended to consider not only whether a ”successful” strategic outcome for the organization was attained but also whether the tool provided outcomes for the actors using them (Jarzabkowski, Balogun, & Seidl, 2007; Lozeau, Langley, & Denis, 2002). In particular, given the uses we found in our examples, we suggest that outcomes might also include the extent to which the user derives satisfaction from the tool in making sense of and structuring a problem, asserting their own interests, and engaging in interaction with others over strategic issues. Other possible outcomes include the degree of contestation, the degree of discretion of the actor, the degree of resolution attained or the level of shared understanding achieved. It may be, as in our CommCorp case, that, once a tool has provided these outcomes, it has served its purpose for the actors, so that the tool may be discarded, even in the absence of a strategic decision. By focusing on the contexts, functions and outcomes of strategy tools in use, we can begin to unpack the dynamics that link these three sets of factors. For example, in looking at the interactions of contexts and functions, we suggest that the use of tools for justification might increase in the context of interpersonal trade-offs or that the use of a tool to articulate a problem might reduce preference ambiguity. Perhaps the greater the ambiguity of preferences, the more likely a tool will be used for social interaction. Looking at the interaction between contexts and outcomes, we suggest that the degree of contestation between parties using a tool might increase in contexts of high uncertainty or of causal ambiguity. In addition, it is likely the case that the more that tools are used (the more they become part of the organizational routines of strategy
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making), the more that they will come to symbolize the ostensively rational strategic processes. A practice lens enables us to focus upon the actors’ activities and outcomes, rather than those of the firm and so enhances our understanding of why tools, while they do not always provide rational firm-level outcomes, may still be valuable technologies for actors, albeit not necessarily technologies of rationality.



Conclusion In this paper, we explore how strategy tools are used in practice as actors struggle with the uncertainties presented by the environment and attempt to make strategy. We take a practice perspective (Orlikowski, 2000; Schatzki et al., 2000) to look at how strategy tools are engaged by different actors in the strategizing process. We draw on the research on formal analysis as well as boundary objects and trading zones to understand the organizational dynamics associated with strategy tools in use. We show that these technologies of rationality (March, 2006) do not function in the ways that the designers intend, whether those designers are scholars and consultants attempting to improve management practice or the practitioners themselves creating tools to make their tasks easier. While the intentions may indeed be “rational,” the uses in practice are more about social processes of sensemaking, justifying and legitimating positions and instigating and facilitating interaction. Thus, it is useful to draw a distinction between the ostensive and performative uses of strategy tools (Feldman & Pentland, 2003), and it is in the performance that we can begin to understand strategy making as a practice. These actual uses should not be seen as errors in the application of the tools. Instead, we might conceptualize such practices as responses to real life contingencies and different kinds of engagement in these practices as being producing more or less satisfying outcomes. As a result, increased complexity or uncertainty does not necessarily lead to more “mistakes” in the use of
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tools. Seeking a strategy tool to justify a position, for example, does not get in the way of the use of the tool, it is a use of the tool. We also suggest that actors adapt or create the tools to the context in an improvisational, “bricolage” approach (Campbell, 1997; Weick, 1998). The tools are much more ambiguous than the designers must have intended, but this ambiguity is likely essential when making change in highly uncertain settings (Stark, 2003). The practice lens on strategy tools also directs us away from a “dependent variable” or outcome of strategy focused only on whether the strategy makers “got it right” or not and towards outcomes related to the degree of shared understanding achieved, of satisfaction with the outcome, of contestation in the process, of discretion of the actor or of resolution and closure on a decision. With this broader range of outcomes to assess, scholars may be less prone to judge the use of a tool as poor or mistaken and more likely to examine what the tool constrains and enables. The illustrations from the three vignettes provide some insight into the actual (and often unintended) practices of using strategy tools in an organization. They suggest that for those of us who teach strategy or develop strategic tools or frameworks, we may want to rethink our task. Rather than tools being the answer to strategic problems, they may more usefully be conceptualized as spaces for debate and dialogue and a means to bring actors with very different viewpoints and interests together in a way that strategic choices can be made (Chesley & Wenger, 1999). As Astley and Zammuto (1992: 453) point out, management scholars most typically conceive of our task in the “instrumental mode,” as contributing tools and techniques to managers. The analysis presented in this paper reinforces the notion that we are in reality operating more in the “conceptual or symbolic mode” in which we are offering ways of thinking and means for discussion. Strategy work is more like science than engineering. In particular under conditions of discontinuity, the process is more like a “search for clues” than a search for a
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causal model.3 And, much as scholars have found in studying the practices of scientists (Latour, 1987; Mitroff, 1972; Mitroff, 1974), the idea that tools can offer “objective” answers is a myth. Tools may be better understood as a way that managers can organize what is known and what is unknown, and, more importantly, as a tangible artifact around which meaning can be negotiated. Consistent with a view of the organization as an interpretive system (Daft & Weick, 1984), tools then can be usefully conceptualized as a mechanism through which interpretations occur. This has important implications for how we think about how to teach strategy tools in the classroom: we should not just be conveying the underlying principles of the tools and frameworks but also emphasizing how they are used in practice: for individual advancement, for delineating territories, for structuring conversation, for communicating ideas, etc. For managers making strategy, tools should not be regarded as a means to eliminate politics or emotions from decision making by introducing something objective or rational, but rather as one means for surfacing assumptions, asking the tough questions and achieving alignment of different interests and viewpoints within the organization. Strategy making is therefore not something that can be engineered, streamlined or simplified. This view is consistent with the idea that strategy is not a thing in and of itself but rather an emergent process (Kaplan & Beinhocker, 2003; Mintzberg & Waters, 1985). Strategy is not something an organization has but rather something that it does (Whittington, 2006). Tools are more like starting points and facilitators of a process than they are the “answer.”



3



This idea was suggested by Deborah Dougherty in her keynote speech at the OLKC conference, University of Warwick, March 2006.
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Figure 1: Aggregate Project Plan, from Wheelwright and Clark



Source: Wheelwright, S. C., & Clark, K. B. 1992. Revolutionizing product development: quantum leaps in speed, efficiency, and quality. New York, Toronto: Free Press. Table 43
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Figure 2: BEST analysis template for “disruptive” projects (disguised)



ATG BEST Template-Disruptives Project ID=



BEST=BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY SCREENING SYSTEM For Disruptive Architectures and Solutions Score= Yes/ No/ Partial



1. Business Assessment Criteria



Rationale



Scoring Rules (=)/Notes:



1.1 MUST HAVES Fit with ATG mission



Eg, advanced projects within our 6 program areas



Fit with ATG competencies



(not inventory of ATG skills)



Critical Mass ATG resources



To achieve important milestones each quarter



Fit with CommCorp business strategy 1.2 Important Criteria:



Criteria Criteria Weighted Weight(1-3) Score(0-3) Score



Cum Addressable Mkt $03-06 that we are disrupting 2



$15B=3



BALLPARK Cum Addressable Mkt for 03-06 $



2



A Q+D VERY BALLPARK estimate. Eg under/over $10B



Is market leadership up for grabs?



3



Is there a credible vendor clearly ahead of us with this approach?



Level of risk-technology dev+integration



2



0



HR=0, MR=2, LR=3



Level of risk-business-downside potential



2



0



HR=0, MR=2, LR=3



External Tech Licensing Opportunities



1



0



None identified=0, Suspected Opp=1, Qualified Opp=3



2. Results: Achieved all the MUSTs? Total Score on "Important Criteria" ATG budget request to meet deliverables $M Total Score/Resource Ranking Metric 3. Conclusions+Recommendations: 1. Proceed As Presented 2. Proceed With Modifications 3. Bring Forward at later date for consideration 4. Do not proceed



If no/partial, document closure plan + timeline to meet MUSTs 0 Aggregate headcount, services + expensed portion of capital #DIV/0! Rationale:



Not decision criteria but very useful information to get a handle on early: 1. CommCorp existing products threatened+degree-for info only, doesn’t drive the decision, if we don’t do it, someone else will! 2. CommCorp existing products boosted+degree-this is for information, the full bus case (later) will show the effect!



Note: BU = business unit, ATG=Advanced Technologies Group
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Table 1: Strategy tools in use Contextual factors Characteristics of the problem • Degree of uncertainty • Degree of causal complexity • Degree of dependency on other groups, organizations Characteristics of the actors • Preference ambiguity • Interpersonal tradeoffs • Competence • Relative power, place in the hierarchy Characteristics of the tool • Degree of complexity • Quantitative vs. qualitative • How well known to the actors



Functions in use Sensemaking (structuring and interpreting information): • Getting and organizing information • Focusing attention • Articulating issues • Surfacing and challenging assumptions • Seeking rationality Power and legitimation • Justifying position and interests, challenging the position of others • Conveying rationality • Demonstrating personal legitimacy



Outcomes Degree of contestation Degree of satisfaction with the process or outcome Degree of discretion of the actor Degree of resolution (decision made) Level of shared understanding



Instigating, facilitating interaction • Communicating ideas to others • Facilitating interaction across boundaries • Providing a common language for discussion and exchange
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Table 2: Functions of tools-in-use Example “Bubble charts” portfolio analysis at CommCorp



Scenario planning at Campus University



Sensemaking



Power and legitimation



Instigating interaction



• “There was some kind of quantitative effort to sort of say what kind of measures you would apply to this from very bad to very good. At least if you apply that consistently across your analysis then you actually have something which you can measure.” [Terrence Smith] • “There are different views about the definitions of the axes and the ranking of projects, and these need to be clarified and aligned as a group.” [Theresa Veneto] • “It will be interesting to go through the discussion [of the bubble charts] because it is very clear that Brad would rank the projects very differently than Erik would rank the projects. Guaranteed.” [Theresa Veneto]



• Brad Copeland encourages the use of the tool because he thought it would illustrate his view that ATG did not have enough “Hail Mary” (radical innovation) projects. • Tool was contestable – attractive if the tool derives an answer you do not like. External validity did not automatically establish internal legitimacy • Tool used to support interests of individual actors or groups • Chris Chang introduces the tool to demonstrate his business knowledge and take “a leadership role” in strategy development for ATG. • “If we interpret things very differently, these maps won’t mean anything, right? So, we have to agree on the definition, agree on the relative ranking and what they mean, and that takes time.” [Theresa Veneto] • Implications of categorizing the projects. Reinforces “Brad’s message to the team was that we have to become more innovative.” [Terrence Smith] • The vice-chancellor suggests that a scenario model will help to justify the viability of the joint venture to the nonExecutive members of the Board; “And they will take some convincing. It’s got to be commercial for them. We need to be sure we can demonstrate that … hell we need to be sure ourselves.” • The Registrar and deputy vice-chancellor discuss their pleasure with the outcome of the scenario-planning exercise, which gives them a basis to silence critics in Bio-Sciences who were against the medical school; “Of course XXX in BioSciences has been kicking up a fuss but he can’t argue with this. These figures, and the approval by the Board, show a medical school is the right thing to be doing right now”.



• After the introduction of the tool, managers could talk about the lack of projects “in the upper left quadrant.” [Erik Helgesen] • Long debate in senior management meeting about which were the right dimensions for the matrix. Admit that different messages will emerge depending on which axes are chosen. Discussion of relevant axes raises other key concerns in strategy making, such as risk, return, ATG’s competitive edge, and change implications and enables these concerns to be discussed.



• Top managers are trying to make sense of uncertain information about the possible environment for the joint venture. Scenario planning is seen as a way to model the implications of some of the different information; “Well, there've been various public announcements which make it look ... we were working on sort of 60:40 in terms of 60% chance. I think we're down now to certainly less than 50:50 because the numbers aren't as strong as they've been announced. They're going to dribble the numbers in between 2001 and 2008 and if they do that, it could mean that the numbers are just very small. It's difficult to say at the moment ” (Deputy vice-chancellor). • In discussing the scenario planning exercise, the Registrar notes that the



• In response to the different interests in and interpretations of the joint venture, the VC expresses his frustration and need for some tool that can be used as a basis for interaction over the different views ; “I feel trapped with the medical school being blocked by Bio-Sciences at every turn and the Board not sure whether or not to support us. How can we go to Regional like this? We need some way of getting all the issues on the table and thrashing them out” • At the strategy meeting to discuss the scenarios, a number of the different stakeholders are present, particularly the key non-executive Board members and a representative of the academic Board. The scenarios provide a basis for discussion, while the figures and - 42 -



Example



“BEST” investment tool at CommCorp



Sensemaking selected model, Model 1, is only an interpretation, but at the same time, it gives them a basis to move forward if government funding looks favorable; “Now the funding council may see through that [Model 1] and not come good but we've set everything up as well as we can because you don't know when you will knock on the door at the right moment when they are waiting to open it. We’re helping them to see it our way” • “We need a quantitative effort to find measures: we need to make it consistent without making it a science.” [Terrence Smith] • “BEST actually provides a template of thought processes to go through to achieve your end objective. Is there a market? Are people going to buy it?” [Brad Copeland] • “[BEST] is a consistent index by which we measure all projects. So, one project doesn’t have specific relevance that’s greater than another because I happen to be having a good day. The emotional content is withdrawn from the evaluation process. It is objective decision making and math. It is all about the math… We are looking for some quantifiable index by which we can apply the thought process to get to that metric.” [Brad Copeland] • “But the tool itself is still too subjective. I want George to push it to that next step to see how objective we can get…I don’t want to have to question the impact potential of BEST and right now I do.” [Brad Copeland] • “We need to have a discussion of this tool…I am concerned that BEST would rank disruptive ideas low.” [Hugh Collins]



Power and legitimation



• Attempts to quantify were still seen as too subjective. “No matter how much work you put into actually trying to define [the market] and trying to think about the trends, [the technical staff] will automatically discount it if they do not like the answer, because, you know, it is not a science. It is qualitative rather than quantitative. They say, ‘Well we do not believe it, because you have not done your job.’” [Theresa Veneto] • “I’d say the majority of people are either neutral to this stuff or even positive, but there is a small group which is saying, ‘Kill the BEST tool.’ There is a big issue of credibility, of maybe myself and any business analyst within ATG. ‘You guys are business-oriented. You are not the masters of technology. So you can’t even understand the projects in sufficient depth to come up with a fair assessment.’” [George Arden] • Tool used to support interests of individual actors or groups: “Basically, a few people in ATG see this whole exercise as something that shouldn’t exist: ‘You are getting in the way of what I want to do. Why do we even need any of this stuff? Can’t you see my project is a great idea?’ Especially if you challenge projects that are coming forward, then the attack is on the tool. It is like the tool is no good.” [George Arden]



Instigating interaction assumptions within the four scenarios shape the nature of that discussion. The academic Board member points out some of Bio-Sciences concerns, which he says are valid. However, he concedes that they may be overstating those concerns in light of the models. The non-executive Treasurer expresses his concerns about financial viability but is finally convinced by the scenario exercise thatt they have covered the bases as well as they can. • Provided a common template of questions to be discussed in decisionmaking meetings • “The whole rationale behind this BEST was to do something that had some business assessment merit behind it. It had to be simple. It had to be done really quickly. It had to be understandable by the audience in ATG.” [George Arden]
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Appendix on methods



The vignettes were drawn from two different field studies. The focus of the data collection in these two studies was on the general strategy making process. Because the exploration of strategy tools in use was not the main focus of the data collection, we use these vignettes as illustrations of our theoretical concepts only. Research at Campus University involved a one-year real-time observation of strategymaking by top managers at Campus, supplemented by six-years of retrospective data collection. A range of field methods were used, including (1) collecting and transcribing 20 open-ended, audio-taped formal interviews with the 6 core members of the top team, 9 other key players and 5 repeat interviews with core top team members; and (2) attending the 19 main strategy meetings at Campus University that year, including strategic planning, financial planning and academic planning meetings, each of which averaged 2.5 hours/meeting. Research at CommCorp involved eight months of observations from April to December 2002 and included over 80 formal, unstructured interviews, observation daily activities and of more than 30 formal and informal team meetings (from two hours to two days long), and collection of related documentation (in addition to PowerPoint presentations, this included spreadsheets, e-mail exchanges, agendas, and minutes of meetings). This field work covered a large range of informal and formal meetings related to various strategy projects as well as all of the meetings of key decision-making groups.
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